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ONE MILLION Ford owners have their cars ' equipped with
Hassler Shock Absorbers, They have found every claim we
make to be true.For Ford Pas-
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They have found that the depreciation in their cars is decreased
at least one-thir- d. They have found that their, repair and tire ex-

pense also has been decreased.
They have fotind great enjoyment in the extra comfort afforded,

and in the easier steering of their cars. They have found a way to
make the best little car in the world a bit more satisfactory.

You will have the same experience with Hasslers. Whether you want
them for your touring car, roadster, coupe, sedan or your Ford
One-To- n Truck you will secure the same advantages; they will be
the same good investment. .

Ask the nearest Hassler dealer about the 10-D- ay Trial Plan which enables
you to get acquainted with Hasslers before you risk your money. Your dealer
will fit your car with the Hasslers designed especially for that model. -
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If you don't know your Hassler dealer theta write us and we'll see that you

are supplied promptly.
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Opportunities now for exclusive distributors in many foreign countries.

ROBERT H. HASSLER, Inc. 545 Naomi St. , Indianapolis, Ind.
Made in Canada by feobert H. Hassler, Limited, Hamilton, Ontario

The Hassler Guarantee: "Absolute Satisfaction or Your Money Back"
A Standardized Quality Product--Wort- the Price
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The conical springs set at the angle shown prevent sidesway and allow for the most resilient down-

ward action. The springs corhpress on either upward 'or downward movements do not stretch ou

of shapeddo not allow up-thro-w. Hasslers last as long as the Ford and make it lasU '
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